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Peppa Pig Official Annual 2018
Join Peppa, George and all their friends on an exciting
class trip to the zoo. Madame Gazelle and the
zookeepers, Mr Lion, Mrs Crocodile and Mr Giraffe,
introduce the children to the fun of feeding time in this
funny, chunky lift-the-flap book.
Learn all the super-important life skills you need to
become a big boy or girl with this ultimate guide to being
a toddler and starting school. No matter what grown-ups
tell you, being little is hard work. There's so much to
learn from tying your shoelaces, finding the right hole for
each arm in a jumper, remembering to say "please" and
"thank you" (every single time!), understanding what this
new baby is doing in YOUR house, sharing your toys
with children you barely know, and a whole bunch of
other things too. And if your days aren't extremely busy
enough with very important and serious playing, soon
you'll be starting school! Don't panic, Stuff to Know When
You Start School is here to help guide you along the way
by teaching you the skills you need to look after yourself,
get on with others, and be ready to go on your first day of
school.
Peppa and George love dinosaurs, especially George!
Grrr! Explore the world of dinosaurs with Peppa and
George in this big sticker scenes book as they visit the
dinosaur room at the museum, take a trip to Dinosaur
Park and much more! With twelve sticker scenes for little
hands to decorate, it's the perfect book to keep Peppa
and dinosaur fans busy. Includes over 250 stickers for
roarsome sticker fun!
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Peppa and George love all pets, from Tiddles the
Tortoise to Goldie the Goldfish! Create fun sicker scenes
with Peppa and George in this big book, as they find out
all about their friends' favourite pets. With twelve sticker
scenes for little hands to decorate, it's the perfect book to
keep Peppa fans busy. Includes over 250 stickers for
sticker fun!
Preschoolers and pre-readers can snuggle up with this
sweet collection stories featuring Peppa Pig, her family,
and her friends. Eight illustrated board books come
packaged with a Me Reader Jr module that reads each
book aloud. Choose a book, press buttons on the
module, and hear the whole story, along with fun and
surprising sounds! Following along in the book while
listening to the narration is an important first step toward
independent reading.
Join Bing and his friends in this brand-new fun-filled
annual, packed with stories, keepsake pages and
activities. Bing is back with a brand new annual for 2018,
packed with stories, activities, games and make-and-do!
This brand-new book based on the popular CBeebies
show features a collection of keepsake pages throughout
the book for recording memories, preferences and firsts
as well as spaces to stick in photographs or draw your
own pictures.
"When Mummy and Daddy Pig take a tumble, Peppa
and George ask a very special friend to help them enjoy
the perfect Christmas! Open the envelopes in the story
and get ready for Christmas with letters, an advent
calendar, decorations, recipes and much more!"
A must-have for Christmas! The Official Peppa Pig
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Annual will keep all Peppa fans entertained for hours! It
has three brand new stories, loads of fun activities,
awesome games and brilliant pictures to colour. It is
packed full of things to make and do!

Sing along to The Wheels on the Bus with Peppa
and her friends! This sturdy story book has real
wheels, so is perfect for playtime and storytime.
Based on the hit preschool animation Peppa Pig,
shown daily on Five's Milkshake and Nick Jnr.
Toot! Toot! Hooray! Today, Peppa Pig and her
friends are going on a magnificent train ride. Jump
aboard the train and join Peppa on her perfect day
out in this lovely little storybook.
Peppa Pig and her family are having fun sorting and
recycling their rubbish. Miss Rabbit is having fun
recycling, too, until she tries to recycle something
she shouldn't! Read it yourself with Ladybird is one
of Ladybird's best-selling series. For over thirty-five
years it has helped young children who are learning
to read develop and improve their reading skills.
Each Read it yourself book is very carefully written to
include many key, high-frequency words that are
vital for learning to read, as well as a limited number
of story words that are introduced and practised
throughout. Simple sentences and frequently
repeated words help to build the confidence of
beginner readers and the four different levels of
books support children all the way from very first
reading practice through to independent, fluent
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reading. Each book has been carefully checked by
educational consultants and can be read
independently at home or used in a guided reading
session at school. Further content includes
comprehension puzzles, helpful notes for parents,
carers and teachers, and book band information for
use in schools. Peppa Pig: Recycling Fun is a Level
1 Read it yourself title, suitable for very early readers
who have had some initial reading instruction and
are ready to take their first steps in reading real
stories. Each story is told very simply, using a small
number of frequently repeated words.
Peppa and her friends go on an Easter egg hunt
adventure! Includes stickers!
Peppa and her family are so busy following animal
footprints that they manage to get lost! How will they
find their way back to the car to have their picnic?
Peppa and George want to give Mummy Pig a very
special day to show her just how much they love her,
but things don't always go entirely to plan! Clever,
brave and resourceful Mummy Pig comes to the
rescue over and over again in this charming, sparkly
picture book. The perfect read for a snuggly bedtime
story all year round, I Love You, Mummy Pig will
make the whole family smile.
Peppa and George are going swimming, but George
is a bit scared. How will Mummy and Daddy Pig ever
convince him to get in the pool?
Peppa and George's Grandpa is great at all sorts of
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things, from building trains to reading bedtime
stories. Read all about how much Peppa Pig and
George love their Grandpa in this brilliant board
book, which is the perfect present for Grandpa Pigs
and little piggies everywhere! Ideal for sharing with
little Peppa fans at playtime, preschool or even
tucked up in bed. This adorable book is brought to
you by the best-loved characters from Peppa Pig the number one award-winning preschool children's
TV show on Channel 5 and Nickelodeon.
George has a toy dinosaur, and so does Richard Rabbit! But
one day at the playground, they do not want to share their
toys. Can Peppa Pig and Rebecca Rabbit help their little
brothers learn to play together nicely? This storybook is
based on the hit television show, as seen on Nick Jr.
This fantastic annual is brought to you by the best-loved
characters from the number one award-winning preschool
children's TV show on Channel 5 and Nickelodeon - Peppa
Pig. Full of piggy tales, puzzles, games and activities and lots
of stickers!
Join Peppa and George on an adventure in this Marvellous
Magnet Book.Peppa and her little brother George are having
fun doing their favourite things. Including going to the
museum, a birthday party and having a sunny summer
holiday! Join in by reading the exciting stories and choosing
the magnets to finish the pictures. The Peppa Pig range of
books are fun, interactive and educational, ideal for
encouraging children to start to read by themselves. Titles
available from Ladybird include: The Story of Peppa Pig,
Peppa Pig and the Tooth Fairy, Find-the-hat Sticker Book and
many more!
Peppa Pig: Official Annual 2018Ladybird
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Learn 1000 first words with Peppa Pig in this fantastic new
bumper sticker book!
When Peppa and George grow tired of the same bedtime
stories, the family heads to the library to find some new books
to read.
Do fathers love their children more than the mothers do? Why
or why not? Yusuph is Tanzania Congolese boy who born
and grow in Tanzania with unaware of his mother's (Tecla)
and father's (Joseph) love for him because of some
complicated situation. As Yusuph grew up, he longed to live
with his family but at the end he received bad news of
Joseph's death. "I literally can't remember what was my dad
looks like, or his voice, or anything about him but there are
still some missing pieces of him deep down inside me that I
brought into my countless dreams of him." He buried him in
his mind, and transform almost every aspect of his live, he
decided to pursue his new dream of not letting his children go
through the life he went through. Yusuph and Samir were
selected by the college to study abroad. Samir explore
Yusuph's life situation to accomplish writing his own novel. "...
He's committed to reading as many novels as he can, hoping
that one day he'll find something to write about in his novel,
but still, I wish I could tell my life story so he could write
something..." THE BEGINNING OF NOVEL WITHIN A
NOVEL. Later on Yusuph find out that, before Joseph death,
he left special love message for him about his steps sister,
Clementine who live in Drc Congo. It is very difficult for
Yusuph to go meet his step sister because he want to spend
most of his time with his girlfriend (Naomy) for his future
family. As time goes by pain of loosing Joseph never leaves
Yusuph. "The foot prints our loved ones leave on our souls
are permanent. Never to be filled with another. Never
forgotten. They live on in our memories and in our hearts."
Yusuph couldn't deal with the future while he didn't clean all
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of his past memory. "Now we're all together and we can't
shake hands... We can't kiss... Hugging each other is a test
for us... Having sex is also a problem.... I don't think if we will
get married... Bearing children is a dream..." Instead to go
study abroad, he go to meet Clementine because she is the
one who will restore all the love he had for Joseph without
care if there a civil war. Yusuph's heart-beat, thump-thump -His finger is taking up trigger-slack. He holds off as Justine
(Rebel) continues to drag Clementine backward into the
woods...
Enter the exciting world of THE LEGO BATMAN MOVIE in
the all-new, action-packed THE LEGO BATMAN MOVIE
ANNUAL 2018! This fantastic new annual features cool comic
strip stories and loads of puzzles and games to keep all
LEGO BATMAN fans entertained and it comes with a
fantastic LEGO minifigure to build. Join Batman so you can
help him save the day against super-villains like Penguin, The
Joker, Catwoman, Mr. Freeze, Harley Quinn, Two-Face,
Poison Ivy and Scarecrow. Other available THE LEGO
BATMAN MOVIE books include: Chaos in Gotham City
(Activity Book with an exclusive Batman minifigure) Choose
Your Super Hero Doodle Activity Book Ready, Steady, Stick! I
am Batman! The Dark Knight's Activity Diary
Peppa finds that choosing the right costume can be a bit
tricky in this Halloween treat for fans old and new. What
should Peppa Pig be for Halloween? She has lots of costume
ideas, but her friends seem to have thought of everything
already. Should Peppa be a pirate? No, Danny Dog is
dressing up as a pirate -- with an eye patch and everything!
What about a nurse? No, that's Suzy Sheep's costume. Can
Peppa pull together a Halloween costume that's perfectly
Peppa Pig and perfect for her favorite activity -- in time for
trick-or-treating?
The Official Peppa Annual is the perfect Christmas gift for any
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Peppa fan. With three brand new stories, pictures to colour
and activities to complete, there's plenty to entertain any little
piggy!
Peppa is a loveable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her
younger brother George, Mummy Pig and Daddy Pig. Peppa
loves playing games, dressing up, visiting exciting places and
making new friends, but her absolutely favourite thing is
jumping up and down in muddy puddles!
Wanting to find Easter eggs in all the colors of the rainbow
while enjoying an Easter egg hunt, Peppa struggles through
high grass which makes some of the colors difficult to see, an
effort that is challenged by an unexpected rainstorm.
The Peppa Pig Official Annual 2018 is packed with stories,
puzzles, songs and activities making it the perfect Christmas
present for all Peppa fans!
The world's biggest band, One Direction, are back to share
their backstage secrets and stories from the past year with
their fans in the latest instalment of their must have annual.
Preschoolers will love this amazing board book with a brandnew story about Mummy Pig's birthday! Not only does it play
'Happy Birthday!' when you press a button, it also contains
candles that 'light up' and can be blown out, again and again,
providing hours of fun!
It is Chinese New Year and Madame Gazelle is teaching the
children all about this very special celebration. Peppa and
George and their friends make Chinese New Year cards, try
tasty Chinese treats and even take part in their very own
dragon parade!

Join Peppa and her family and friends in this fabulous
annual. It's filled with three brand new stories, puzzles,
games and activities! The perfect Christmas gift for all
Peppa Pig fans!
Take a look back at the last 12 months of Dungeons &
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Dragons
Sonic screwdrivers at the ready! This year's official
annual is a stellar 96 pages, packed with comic strips,
stories, activities, fun features, posters and even a
section on The Sarah Jane Adventures. Filled with
monsters and adventures from the series this will keep
any budding Doctor busy!
Peppa and George are haing a sleepover at Cousin
Chloe's house. Soon everyone is fast asleep ... apart
from baby Alexander!
“New Dark Age is among the most unsettling and
illuminating books I’ve read about the Internet, which is
to say that it is among the most unsettling and
illuminating books I’ve read about contemporary life.” –
New Yorker As the world around us increases in
technological complexity, our understanding of it
diminishes. Underlying this trend is a single idea: the
belief that our existence is understandable through
computation, and more data is enough to help us build a
better world. In reality, we are lost in a sea of
information, increasingly divided by fundamentalism,
simplistic narratives, conspiracy theories, and postfactual politics. Meanwhile, those in power use our lack
of understanding to further their own interests. Despite
the apparent accessibility of information, we’re living in a
new Dark Age. From rogue financial systems to
shopping algorithms, from artificial intelligence to state
secrecy, we no longer understand how our world is
governed or presented to us. The media is filled with
unverifiable speculation, much of it generated by
anonymous software, while companies dominate their
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employees through surveillance and the threat of
automation. In his brilliant new work, leading artist and
writer James Bridle surveys the history of art,
technology, and information systems, and reveals the
dark clouds that gather over our dreams of the digital
sublime.
The perfect gift for any Pokémon master in training! This
year's Annual is packed with stories, activities, Pokémon
stats and games for fans of all ages.
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